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Abstract— This is an online Global Portal which brings
makes the right Investors and right entrepreneur meet. It’s
easy to use and makes finance much easier for the
entrepreneur. Investment Portal is a marketplace, where
Investors and entrepreneur are able to find each other. This
Project allows entrepreneur to post work and get done. Here,
you can hire entrepreneur for your Investment. From this site
Investors can easily directly access the entrepreneur profile
and according the requirement Investors can filter the
entrepreneur. Also it gives the different companies platform
where it can find the entrepreneur. It provides the Investors
the platform where they can search the different finance
according to their plan & Execution. Investors can easily
upload the different-different requirement fund which can be
seen by the different entrepreneur.
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is the power of
the time value of money. Regular
investments in an investment portfolio or a retirement
account can lead to huge compounding benefits.
Improves Spending Habits
This benefit is generally overlooked by many, but
investing early on definitely helps develop positive
spending habits. Those who invest early on are much less
likely to have issues with overstepping their boundaries
in spending over the long run. Investing teaches
important lessons and the earlier you are able to learn
those lessons the more you can benefit.
Ahead of the Personal Finances Game
If you are a young investor you are putting yourself
ahead in the world of personal finance as a whole. By
growing your investments over time you will be able to
afford things that others can’t. Your personal finances
are bound to get tight at times throughout your life, and
investing at a young age can help in those tight times.

I. INTRODUCTION
Investment Portal is a marketplace, where Investors and
entrepreneur are able to find each other. This Project allows
entrepreneur to post work and get done. Here, you can hire
entrepreneur for your Investment. From this site Investors can
easily directly access the entrepreneur profile and according
the requirement Investors can filter the entrepreneur. Also it
gives the different companies platform where it can find the
entrepreneur. It provides the Investors the platform where
they can search the different finance according to their plan
& Execution. Investors can easily upload the differentdifferent requirement fund which can be seen by the different
entrepreneur.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This system will be useful for client for online activities.
This system will be on web so users can use it at any time.
The chat bot is a computer program which is made to make
conversation of a human with an intelligent machine for any
online related queries.
III. ADVANTAGES






Time is on your side – This is the
Most straight forward of all the benefits, but yet it may
be the most important of them all. Quite frankly if you
begin investing at a young age history tells us that you
Will end up with far more than those who invest later in
life. Having time on your side means having a longer
time period of being able to save money to invest and a
longer time period of being able to find investments that
can increase in value quiten nicely.
Compounding Returns
Compounding returns are extremely powerful over the
long run, and the earlier you get started the greater your
chance is to take advantage of this. Put more simply this

IV. METHODOLOGY
The Banking Inquiry Chat bot is a website which will work
on all operating system and all devices like pc or mobile
phones. The main aim of this system is to reduce workload of
bank employees and save time of customers who have query
about bank loan or accounts or policies etc.
The system will work as:
 First of all, plain text or voice will be given to the system
as an input.
 Than input in the form of the voice will be converted to
text.
 From users query special keywords are found.
 Based
on
keywords
appropriate
answer is generated.
 Display result as voice as well as in text.
A. Modules
1) User Registration (Paid Registration)
 Registration Form (Sign Up)
 Reset Password
 Change Password
 Forgot Password
 Activation through mail or OTP (One Time
Password)
2) Investor Management
 Add Investor
 Manage Investor
 Delete Investor
3) Idea Management (Idea for Business)
 Add idea (user only)
 Manage Idea
4) Proposal
 Make Proposal to investor
 Check status of Proposal
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5) Dashboard & advertise Reports
6) Feedback Panel
7) Post Queries
8) Inquiry
9) Social Media Integration
10) Payment Gateway with PayUmoney
registration)
11) Quick Links

(For

user

V. CONCLUSION
After envisaging the future aspects, we can conclude that this
project is going to give efficient & more effective results in
comparison of current applications, because with the help of
this system our house is safe and secure. House is secure from
the unwanted or unknown people. The system is very simple
and easy to use and convenient for the users.
Through this app user of different city will be able
to complaint their problems of their city without wasting time
and money. This works more easily. Time consumption for
going to corporation office is much less than online
registration of complaint.
After envisaging the future aspects, we can conclude
that this project is going to give efficient & more effective
results in comparison of current applications, because with
the help of this system discount list of the different site can
be shown. This system is very simple and easy to use and
convenient for the users
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